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Abstract

The beef industry plays an important role within the American economy mandating special consideration regarding terrorism threats. Deliberate introduction of Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) poses the most influential and immediate threat to the industry. Given the lagging nature of identifying an outbreak, the rate of spread of a FMD outbreak would depend on the location of the epicenter(s) of the outbreak(s) and the extent of livestock and human movement out of the infected area(s). However, extended stop-movement orders across important geographical areas could impose serious ramifications upon the beef industry stemming from both direct and indirect economic effects. As such, improvement of security at the feedyard level possesses large upside potential. Ideally, all feedyard operations would operate within completely secure facilities, utilize dedicated and certified supply networks, and possess clearly outlined contingency plans in the event of an emergency. Such investment into basic planning and preventive security measures is critical to preventing potential commerce disruptions in business operations. Terrorism threats are relatively new to agriculture. The looming threat requires the industry to increasingly focus upon food security and requires coalitions across multiple disciplines. Producers at all stages of the production chain need to become increasingly proactive to ensure commerce continuity and avoid catastrophic losses.

Résumé


Introduction

The proportion of disposable income dedicated to food purchases in the United States (US) has shrunk from over 25% in 1933 to less than 10% in each of the first seven years of the 21st century. Those benefits have been derived from a food industry which is increasingly effective, efficient and productive: “The efficiency of this system has enabled US agriculture to provide an abundant, safe and affordable food supply for US citizens and to be a dominant supplier of food and fiber to the rest of the world’s population.” All said, those aspects make the food industry essential to the overall strength of the US economy.

Food and fiber production is a large and significant industry. Agriculture’s balance sheet includes total assets projected to exceed $2.5 trillion in 2008. Receipts derived from crops and livestock are forecast to approach $315 billion during 2008 ($175 and $139
billion, respectively). Direct production activity also spills over into supporting industries as purchased inputs exceed $185 billion; meanwhile, net value added to the national economy will be record-large, at nearly $145 billion in 2008.\textsuperscript{18}

Cattle and cattle products represent the single largest contributor to the overall farm economy, comprising 15\% of agriculture’s total economic output: 2008’s cattle and calf production is expected to equal $50 billion.\textsuperscript{18} More importantly, the retail equivalent value of the U.S. beef industry approaches $80 billion plus an additional $1-to-2 billion in exports; additionally, the value of hides and offal is equivalent to nearly $3.5 billion.\textsuperscript{26} The beef industry’s aggregate economic output is roughly equivalent to $85 billion annually.

The beef industry’s reach goes well beyond the output outlined above. Utilization of a general economic multiplier of 2.5 equates the beef complex’s economic impact to approximately $200 billion in 2008. The beef industry, on a nationwide basis, also supports nearly 1.4 million full-time equivalent positions (FTEs); 212,000 jobs are directly associated with the industry, while an additional 1.2 million persons have employment related to, or supported by, cattle production.\textsuperscript{25}

Regardless of a final number, it’s clear that agriculture, and the beef industry in particular, plays an important role within the American economy mandating special consideration regarding terrorism threats and subsequent erosion of national security. Senator Susan Collins (R-ME) points out that, “In the war on terrorism, the fields and pastures of America’s farmland might seem at first to have nothing in common with the towers of the World Trade Center or busy seaports. In fact, however, they are merely different manifestations of the same high-priority target, the American economy.”\textsuperscript{10} Similarly, Dr. David Franz, Director, National Agricultural Biosecurity Center, explains that, “Agroterrorism is not about killing cows. It’s about striking at the fundamental heart of our economy.”\textsuperscript{3} Given agriculture’s importance to the economy, any type of terrorist attack, even if partially successful, could deal a “crippling” blow to both the US and world economies.\textsuperscript{33}

In fact, terrorism’s primary objective is largely focused upon destroying national security through a weakened US economy. Congressional Research specifically points out that a terrorist event does not need to induce human casualties in order to be effective or induce significant economic consequences.\textsuperscript{28} Turvey et al further explain, with reference to agriculture, that if “…the objective is to kill humans, then it is unlikely that the food system would be used as a vector since more powerful biological agents (e.g. anthrax, plague, smallpox) than food-borne illnesses or zoonoses are available [and thus] agroterrorism can be distinguished from bioterrorism in that the former is directed towards economic damage while the latter is a direct assault on human life.”\textsuperscript{44} Economic destruction and disruption makes attacks upon the agriculture industry an effective and preferred method to do so.\textsuperscript{12}

**Foot and Mouth Disease: Response Complexity**

Deliberate introduction of Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) poses the most influential and immediate threat to agriculture, both biologically and economically. Listed below are several means by which the virus could be easily introduced and subsequently dispersed throughout the food production system in the US:

- Animals carrying the virus are introduced into susceptible herds.
- Animals are exposed to contraband materials such as food, hay, feedstuffs, hides, or biologics contaminated with the virus.
- People wearing contaminated clothing and/or using contaminated equipment (including tractors and/or trucks) to transmit the virus to susceptible animals.
- Contaminated facilities (including feedyards, sale barns, trucks etc...) are used to hold and/or transport susceptible animals.

The inherent nature of the beef industry’s infrastructure makes the virus a particularly serious threat. The beef industry’s supply chain is highly intricate and interrelated with heavy reliance upon transportation as the foundation of its infrastructure. That dependence, though, possesses a downside and serves as a distinct risk component: Charlotte Robinson, Virginia-based Director of Veterinary Services for Code 3 Associates explains that the mobility of US agriculture — long thought of as an asset — also could be its Achilles heel, should bioterrorists strike.\textsuperscript{45}

Given the lagging nature of identifying an outbreak, the rate of spread of a FMD outbreak would depend on the location of the epicenter(s) of the outbreak(s) and the extent of livestock and human movement out of the infected area(s). Spread would be even more rapid in areas which are densely populated and/or where there is considerable livestock movement between operations.\textsuperscript{11} If the disease found itself at a point in the system that serves as a concentrated hub for marketing, the consequences and response complexity grows exponentially. Operation Crimson Sky estimates that introduction of FMD into the US would result in dispersion to 35 states within 10 days.\textsuperscript{1} Similarly, the North Carolina Department of Agriculture depicts simulation of a FMD attack at five separate locations: assuming a requirement of five days from infection to detection, the disease would have spread to 23 states.
and within a month's time would likely cover as many as 40 states. 12

Management of an outbreak from a logistical standpoint while also minimizing unintended negative consequences becomes very difficult. Casagrande explains that if a large-scale or regional outbreak were to occur it "...would likely overwhelm the response capability of this service (APHIS: Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service – USDA), allowing for the catastrophic spread of disease." 13 Given that scenario—FMD introduction coupled with failure to identify and halt the spread of the disease in a relatively short period of time—it is estimated that FMD's proliferation may last for approximately one year and potentially affect 30-to-70% of the livestock in the US. 11

Foot and Mouth Disease: Direct Effects

From a broad perspective, a terrorism attack upon agriculture would create economic costs on a number of fronts. Direct costs include:

1) Disruption of food production's supply chain.
2) Disruption of export markets and/or imposition of trade sanctions.
3) Quarantine and eradication costs.
4) Production losses.
5) Disposal of contaminated products and/or destroyed animals.
6) Costs associated with subsequent law enforcement and situational logistics.

The United Kingdom (UK) FMD outbreak in 2001 serves as the only actual model from which to base potential ramifications of a widespread FMD event in the US. The UK epidemic affected over 9,000 farms and required destruction of over four million animals. Accurately assigning economic costs to such a pandemic event is difficult to assess:

FMD is a disease that is almost defined economically, yet even the British could not identify the true costs or their impact. Mitigating losses in an American context demands that these costs be identified and attributed so that steps can be taken to minimize them. Much more work needs to be done to understand the potential financial impacts of FMD across the whole economy so that such important policy is not based on anecdotal information. 4

Assessment of overall economic impact in Great Britain is highly varied, ranging from U.S. $3.6 - 11.6 billion; 27 other estimates on a per-animal basis (on which indemnities were to be paid) range from US $1,389 - 4,477. 11 If an outbreak were to occur in the US, resulting from targeting areas in which high-valued livestock are concentrated, e.g. central plains, feedyard losses alone may run as high as $12-16 billion. 46 Secondary effects must also be considered. For instance, reduced livestock populations also correlate to diminished quantities of grain demanded, thereby reducing grain prices and subsequently affecting such producers. 30 Considerations must also be made for supporting industries including trucking companies, supplemental feed dealers, auction markets, implement dealers, etc... Based upon the events that occurred in the UK, USDA's comprehensive analysis outlines the potential economic effect in the US:

A crude estimate of the economic costs of a FAD (Foreign Animal Disease) across the nation is estimated at $20.5 billion assuming the same percentage loss of GDP as experienced in the UK in 2001 when an unintentional outbreak occurred. USDA believes this is a low estimate because of the differences in the economies and livestock industries between the US and UK. Evaluating potential lost livestock value from targeted attacks on a few high-density states could result in direct animal losses of $20 billion. Loss of export markets could range up to $5.5 billion a year. A full analysis incorporating upstream and downstream effects is not attempted. However, applying a reasonable range of multipliers of two to three to the livestock loss value suggests a national impact of $40 to $60 billion. 46

The direct impact to production agriculture often includes accounting for location(s) of infection, loss of foreign markets, indemnification, and subsequent impact upon grain markets. That process, though, doesn't incorporate consideration of secondary effects, including depressed prices stemming from declining demand, loss of various marketing options, and trade disruption costs for non-infected cattle.

Foot and Mouth Disease: Indirect Effects

Sole consideration of the direct effects disregards the long-term shifts in commerce that might occur as a result of a terrorist attack. However, indirect costs are more difficult to ascertain. They are primarily associated with the demand side of the price equation and largely dependent upon projected consumer behavior and international response. From an indirect cost perspective, both domestically and globally, it's possible that producers of all commodity items may experience diminished independence following an agroterrorism attack. The period following recovery of production and marketing will likely be increasingly influenced by end-users as downstream entities seek to minimize future economic risk. 40
The effect upon domestic consumers is especially important. In general, consumers will experience a relative loss of income upon onset of an agroterrorism event due to the relative decline in available food supplies and the subsequent rise in the price of food. From an industry perspective, longer-lasting effects must also be considered with respect to consumers—namely the potential for "hysteresis". Consumer fear possesses several ramifications for the agriculture economy. One, the original shock causes a downward shift in the demand curve, lowering demand across the board. Two, enhanced risk perception causes demand to become more inelastic; by becoming more inelastic, consumers become more resistant to decreases in prices that could restore demand to its pre-attack level. Given those factors, the primary question becomes whether it would even be possible to regain domestic confidence in the affected commodity(s); and if so, how much time would such a recovery require?

International markets also present great challenges: restoration of confidence in food security and safety among foreign customers is a daunting task. Export markets may be eliminated altogether. Alternatively, foreign restrictions, even upon the lifting of embargoes, may possess long-term impacts on the way business is conducted and may also impose costly safeguards to resume commerce.

The most appropriate example of some of the potential effects from a commerce perspective surrounds the recent discovery of a single case of bovine spongiform encephalitis (BSE) in the US (December 23, 2003). Despite domestic demand remaining robust in 2004, the incident has been estimated to have cost the US beef industry approximately $3.5 billion during 2004 alone, and losses directly attributable to the closure of foreign markets. More difficult to assess, and not accounted for above, are the ongoing costs associated with increased monitoring, investigative science, establishment of new safeguards, efforts to reopen export markets, and opportunity costs associated with those endeavors. In addition, the industry’s commerce patterns have also shifted stemming from trade disruption. That has made ongoing business decisions difficult and yielded increased market volatility.

Simultaneously, there also exists a high likelihood for the virus to cross the Mexican and Canadian borders. For example, such an event in Canada would severely hamper the Canadian economy, as one in seven jobs are directly related to the food animal industry. Meanwhile, Tong explains that if an FMD case were to occur in Canada the disruption would be especially devastating to Canada’s economy, especially on the heels of recent BSE trade complications. And as recent BSE events have demonstrated, trade among NAFTA partners would likely be restricted for a period of time; that in-and-of-itself poses important consequences for the beef industry.

**Front-line Ramifications**

The beef industry is especially vulnerable to a potential agroterrorism attack. It is fragmented and complex, consisting of over 750,000 total operations; more than 75% of these operations consist of farms/ranches which maintain less than 50 animals. Meanwhile, much of the industry’s marketing is centralized in the central plains region, with cattle feeding and packing plants located in Texas, Oklahoma, Nebraska and Colorado: “...import and export information confirms conclusions of others that cattle tend to move toward the center of the USA.” Because of that centralization and the beef industry’s economic significance to agriculture, FMD, if manifested in the central plains, would prove very costly.

If FMD were discovered, implementation of a “stop movement” order would occur to prevent further spread. It’s possible the order might span a geographical area; the boundaries would likely be delineated either by state borders or sectors outlined by major natural borders (such as rivers) and/or common highways but would correspond to important regions of commerce. Such orders would shut down commerce in the region and would possess serious economic consequences.

Major beef processing operations in the Kansas/Texas region represent a daily harvest capacity of approximately 38,000 head. If a regional “stop movement” order were necessary to control spread of the FMD virus in this geographic vicinity all transactions among feedyards and packing plants would immediately cease—representing approximately 40% of total US fed-beef commerce. In that case, the economic ramifications of a “stop movement” order would be as follows:

- 38,000 head marketed / day
- 1,250 lb / head average
- $90 / cwt market average
- Equivalent of ~$42.75 million / day
- 3.5 multiplier = ~$150 million / day
- Total economic impact from lost cattle sales = ~$190-195 million / day

The net cost to the economy would result from lost revenue stemming from this hypothetical regional “stop movement” order. More astounding, shutdown of packer-feedlot transactions, expressed from the perspective of two eight-hour shifts, is the equivalent of nearly $200,000 per minute!

If the order lasted only several days, much of the lost revenue could be recaptured and the long-term economic impact would be minimal. Conversely, though,
if the “stop movement” order was extended (and some informal estimates indicate it might be enforced for 180 days), the ramifications would be very serious. In that event, several other business considerations must also be made if the “stop movement” order possessed significant duration:

1) Domino effect upon the cattle industry, including shutdown of sale barns and direct sales. Secondary consequences stemming from commerce cessation would be felt throughout the United States, not just in the region of implementation.

2) Law enforcement expenses, including managing roadblocks.

3) Costs associated with investigation of terrorist activity.

4) Temporary (or permanent) layoff of meat-packing plant employees (Given that a sizeable portion of the nearly 19,000 persons employed in Kansas by the food processing industry work directly or indirectly for beef processors, there exists sizeable potential for increased community hardship and/or crime as a consequence.) Alternatively, the beef industry’s top five customers consist of the following:14

   1) Wal-Mart (2.0 billion lb/year) (0.9 billion kg)
   2) McDonald’s (1.0 billion lb/year) (0.45 billion kg)
   3) Safeway (0.9 billion lb/year) (0.4 billion kg)
   4) Costco (0.8 billion lb/year) (0.36 billion kg)
   5) Sam’s Club (0.8 billion lb/year) (0.36 billion kg)

These five companies combine for sales of over 4.5 billion lb (2 billion kg) of beef per year. That level of production requires harvest of approximately 25-30,000 head per business day. As such, commerce shutdown in the region could be equated to cutting out the needs of these companies to do commerce…and then some. Moreover, ramifications also spill over to other agricultural commodities and industries; e.g., long-term implications for the dairy industry may include “proof of negative status” in order to ship milk both within and across state lines.23

**Application**

Feedyards are relatively unique with respect to animal agriculture, and possess some important considerations related to agroterrorism. On one hand, they’re similar to facilities geared towards poultry or hog production—a relatively large number of animals are managed in a concentrated manner. On the other hand, feedyard production requires a larger land mass; as such, geographical requirements associated with production represent some distinct security challenges. Those concerns are compounded by truck traffic associated with daily operations, all of which are potential biosecurity threats. In combination, these factors make the sector highly vulnerable to criminal activity.

Feedyard security typically has been limited to installation of perimeter fence for the purpose of minimizing vehicle access to the facility. However, many feedyards also possess alternate service entrances. These alternate entrances are generally found opposite of the main entrance, and the geographical distance from where employees are concentrated makes reliable traffic monitoring difficult to impossible. Simultaneously, other efforts to maintain comprehensive security and/or surveillance efforts are “limited” and “insufficient”.34

Improvement of security possesses large upside potential. Ideally, all feedyard operations would operate within completely secure facilities, utilize dedicated and certified supply networks, and possess clearly outlined contingency plans in the event of an emergency. The relative lack of investment and/or concern about security and surveillance is understandable, and likely stems from the perception that such efforts provide little or no tangible economic return. However, feedyard operators are encouraged to consider some non-tangible sources of economic benefit to cattle feeding operations. Namely, improved security efforts often serve as deterrence to potential criminals, thereby minimizing possible criminal behavior and the need to physically monitor all geographical areas. More importantly, though, investment into basic planning and preventive security measures is critical to preventing potential commerce disruptions in business operations.

“...the most dangerous situations arise when the threat is ambiguous. This leads managers to ignore or discount the risk and take a wait-and-see attitude. Such an approach can be catastrophic.”36

**Summary**

Agroterrorism is not about threatening individual lives; rather, an attack is more appropriately defined as being “...about terror, money, mass slaughter...”. An attack that disrupts the food chain would possess some important ramifications. Attempts to outline specific consequences of such an attack are difficult. That’s especially true when considering the fact that terrorist attacks are designed to maximize economic impact and actual costs following an event may well exceed those previously outlined.37

Additionally, ramifications surrounding politics and/or policy must also be considered. Aside from economic considerations, a successful terrorist attack could overwhelm law enforcement while simultaneously undermining public confidence in, and support for, governmental agencies. That appears especially likely given that 62% of survey respondents indicate...
they lack confidence that the food supply is secure from terrorism. Meanwhile, 41% consider governmental agencies to hold the primary responsibility when it comes to food defense.41

Agriculture’s entire “production, processing and marketing system” is at risk to a variety of agroterrorism attacks at a number of levels.22 The looming threat requires the industry to increasingly focus upon food security while taking “...steps to try to minimize exposure to such [terrorist] risks.”23 That endeavor, though, is a complex process and requires coalitions across multiple disciplines:

Introducing adequate security to protect our food supplies should be a top national priority. There are a number of actions that should be pursued to reduce the risk. First, key relationships need to be strengthened among the constituents throughout the food industries. There have been long-standing tensions among farmers, feed yards, packing companies, food processing plants and retailers as they all jockey to maintain a piece of the industry’s thin profit margins...What is missing is the kind of regular forum where operators meet with security experts as they now do at Logan Airport in Boston.20

The threat is an enduring one and “...because there is no enemy government or army to surrender, there can be no clear-cut moment of victory.”19 In order for consumers to continually have access to a safe, viable, abundant and inexpensive food supply, prevention of such an attack is mandatory. Meanwhile, prevention must be relatively non-intrusive for the agriculture industry to maintain its commercial efficiency and productivity. Clearly, though, steps to implement preventive measures are far less intrusive than response to an attack. However, despite the fact that 1) agriculture is one of 17 “Key Infrastructure and Key Resource Sectors” by the Department of Homeland Security13 and 2) testimony outlining previous GAO reports about the continued need for vigilance relative to FMD,15 the department's respective budget for agriculture does not include any specific line items.29

Terrorism threats are relatively new to agriculture. Stakeholders at all stages of the production chain need to become increasingly aware of, and proactive about, food security measures to ensure continuity of operations while avoiding catastrophic losses.
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